
Visit the towns DOCTOR BOOZE went to and find the answers to these questions
The good doctor has always been fascinated by body parts. He keeps them under
the operating table, in his pockets and, of course, the skeletons are in his closet.
When he is in a good mood, he will tell you of a man whose body was shared
between four different locations. If he is sober the doctor will be able to tell you the
name of this man. If he is not, he won’t remember it. Who was he ?

Name :

Speaking of skeletons, the doctor keeps in his wallet the photo of a
place where hundreds of thousands of bones used to be kept.
Strangely, he also keeps the picture of a cat coming from the same
place. What is this place ?

Name : 

Town: 

The doctor has more than one secret. In his wallet there is also an old
paper with strange figures : 25-9-59, 12-06-77, 11-03-06. Are they
dates, phone numbers, a code ? You find out. 



The doctor’s passion for liquor doesn’t mean that he is not interested in water. In
fact he keeps a flask of water which is saturated in magnesium and seven times
richer in salt than sea water. He uses it to rub his feet when they are sore. Where
does this strange brew come from ?

Name the town :

It is no mystery that Doctor Booze has no fixed abode.
When he doesn’t nod off over a patient he sleeps rough in
the shabby streets of the town. Find a French street which
would be very attractive to him and say why.



Heart surgery is one of the doctor’s favourite. He always mentions
two of historic figures whose hearts were preserved for the future
generations to revere. One was English and wanted his heart to stay
in France. The other one is French and he defeated the English. Who
are they and where are the sacred relics the doctor would so much
like to operate upon ?

 

 

Because of his drinking problem the doctor often sees
double or has hallucinations.   If he tells you that he knows
a house which changed places you are safe though. Such
a house does exit. What is its name ? Where was it built
and where is it now ?

Name :

1st location :

Present location :

You might remember the episode where the doctor removed a patient
‘s intestine again and again because he could not find the damaged
part (actually the patient was here for a hip problem). He kept quoting
a painter who did 30 views of the same place in order a attain
perfection. Who is this painter and what did he paint ?

Name : 

Subject : 

Everybody knows that the doctor has a problem walking straight. In fact he keeps
moving forward in order to keep his balance. He boasts of running up a street, in
France, which is so steep that although standing at an angle he was still standing
up. What is the name of this street ? What is the gradient ?

Name : 

Gradient :  

Finally, Booze may end up rich and famous one day. He often
mentions one of his icons who was Napoleon III ‘s physician. Find out
his name.

 




